NOTABLE CLIP ART CREATIONS

In the past, many CLIP Art pieces were exhibited in the Cupertino Union School District office and in the Martin Luther King Jr. Library in San Jose. Several students’ works were also selected for The Santa Clara County Office of Education’s permanent art collection.

- Plum Blossom Finger Painting – combines poetry and Chinese painting style
- Flour Dough Pigs and Cardboard Pig Sty – traditional folk art
- Tree Sketchbook – observe different types of trees, and learn the many ways to use lines to sketch
- Dragon Class Banner – learn the symbolism embedded in a dragon
- Calligraphy – students create new Chinese characters and giving them meaning
- Roses in the Salad – Using cross-sections of Chinese vegetables to create flower prints
- Mouse Bride – sewing Chinese fragrant pouches in the shapes of the characters in “Mouse Bride”
- Calligraphy – writing 100 Fu (Blessing), Lu (Prosperity) and Shou (Longevity) characters in zhuan style
- Chinese Peasant Painting – Learn traditions and the meaning of colors through peasant paintings
- Native American Symbols – using dough to tell stories
- Frog Painting – learn about frogs and how our environment is affecting them, combines poetry and brush painting
- Story Snail – Puppet-making using recycled materials; 3rd grade students staged a puppet show
- Splash Ink Paintings – experiment with ink, water, color, detergent and salt, then create details with a fine brush; students also create their own seals and inscribe their paintings
- Celebration of Dragon Boat Festival – students learned the story of Chinese poet Qu Yuan, sewed fragrant pouches in the shape of a rice dumpling and learned how to wrap a real, edible, rice dumpling

We look forward to doing many more interesting projects with the students in the upcoming year!